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Abstract. We developed a two-photon microscope optimized for
physiologically manipulating single neurons through their postsynap-
tic receptors. The optical layout fulfills the stringent design criteria
required for high-speed, high-resolution imaging in scattering brain
tissue with minimal photodamage. We detail the practical compensa-
tion of spectral and temporal dispersion inherent in fast laser beam
scanning with acousto-optic deflectors, as well as a set of biological
protocols for visualizing nearly diffraction-limited structures and de-
livering physiological synaptic stimuli. The microscope clearly re-
solves dendritic spines and evokes electrophysiological transients in
single neurons that are similar to endogenous responses. This system
enables the study of multisynaptic integration and will assist our un-
derstanding of single neuron function and dendritic computation.
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1 Introduction

Neurons—the fundamental cellular units of the mammalian
central nervous system �CNS�—have theoretically1 and
experimentally2 demonstrated nonlinear behaviors that are hy-
pothesized to underlie neural computation.3 These nerve cells
receive information from up to hundreds of thousands of other
neurons at subcellular structures called synapses. Most syn-
apses in the CNS are located on highly branched structures
known as dendrites. Here, the electrochemical signals, excita-
tory postsynaptic potentials �EPSPs�, and inhibitory postsyn-
aptic potentials �IPSPs�, are integrated in a nonlinear manner
and sent to other neurons via the axon by a signal known as
an action potential �AP�. While critical to modeling the infor-
mation processing capabilities of neurons, the nonlinear na-
ture of this synaptic integration is poorly understood. In addi-
tion to their intricate, branched morphology, neuronal
dendrites contain a vast array of voltage- and ligand-sensitive
protein ion pumps and channels distributed in a heterogeneous
fashion. Given their complex biophysical construction, neuron
function is likely strongly linked to structure.

Traditional electrophysiological stimulation techniques
with microelectrodes have proven nonideal for studying syn-
aptic integration. While the temporal resolution of standard
microelectrodes is sufficient to evoke the millisecond-scale
responses of APs and EPSPs, the distributed nature of den-
drites is problematic. With hundreds of dendritic branches on
the order of a micron in diameter, it is virtually impossible to
arrange even a few microelectrodes plus associated manipu-
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lators in a deterministic pattern for the purpose of focally
stimulating a single, presynaptic axon among the large
bundles of axons common in mammalian brain tissue.4 It is
additionally difficult to do this repeatably and in varied pat-
terns, a capability necessary for studying synaptic integration.
Our goal was to develop an instrument that enables neurosci-
entists to study multisynaptic integration.

Recent advances in molecular probes designed for opti-
cally measuring and manipulating cellular physiology have
made it possible to leverage the high spatial resolution and
noninvasiveness of light-based techniques. Dialyzing the cy-
toplasm with fluorescent dyes enable experimentalists to visu-
alize dendrites with submicron resolution.5 Thus, it is possible
to accurately determine the location of spines, the sites where
the presynaptic axons actually impinge on the dendrite. Fur-
thermore, photolabile precursors �commonly referred to as
“caged compounds”� make it possible to release neuroactive
reagents6–8 with high precision, limited only by the spatial
and temporal resolution of the uncaging focal illumination. As
the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the mammalian
CNS, glutamate �Glu� derivatives such as 4-methoxy-7-
nitroindolinyl-caged L-glutamate �MNI-Glu� have proven
most useful for studying synaptic integration.2,9 Bathing an
acute brain slice in artificial cerebrospinal fluid �aCSF� con-
taining MNI-Glu has no observable effect. However, applica-
tion of near-UV excitation rapidly10 �i.e., �300 �sec� breaks
the photolabile bond, releasing Glu at whatever location the
focal illumination was directed.11,12 With precise control over
the spatial and temporal positioning of the uncaging radiation,
an experimentalist can create sophisticated patterns of neural
1083-3668/2009/14�6�/064033/14/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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excitation.13,14 When the photolytic stimulation is
physiological15—in other words, the time course and magni-
tude of Glu released is similar to that of the endogenous pr-
esynaptic mechanism—the natural Glu clearance mechanisms
�diffusion, external degradation enzymes, Glu re-uptake by
presynaptic cells, etc.� will absorb the released Glu, and ex-
ternal mechanisms to remove the photoproduct become
unnecessary.16

The challenge then becomes controlling the uncaging ra-
diation so that these patterns of excitation are useful for study-
ing synaptic integration. Since a laser beam is a readily avail-
able source of nearly monochromatic, steerable radiation, a
fast laser scanner with power modulation capabilities would
be suitable. The design requirements of such a laser scanner
include: 1. scanning speed ��1 kHz transit between sites�; 2.
random access, i.e., the ability to visit discontiguous sites
�neuron branching is highly irregular and meandering�; 3. user
control of delay, dwell, and power at each site; and 4. suffi-
cient lateral and axial resolution, i.e., optical sectioning. The
majority of existing laser scanning systems consist of physi-
cally tilting, rotating, or pivoting mirrors. Thus, inertia limits
the maximal scanning speed and the ability to visit multiple,
discontiguous sites. Most existing fast-scanning systems are
designed for fast imaging: the maximum-speed envelopes
have been expanded by increased rastering speed �such as
resonant mirror scanning17,18� or through multisite, parallel-
ized scanning �such as multiphoton multifocal microscopy19�,
neither of which are applicable to multisite photolysis.

We chose inertia-free acousto-optic scanning of a single
ultrafast laser beam to provide imaging and photolysis in
acute brain slices with dendritic spine level resolution
��1 �m diam� and minimal photodamage.20,21 In this work,
we describe the construction of this instrument, the rationale
for selecting optical components, and biological protocols op-
timized for fluorescently labeling and optically stimulating
dendritic spines. We review the theoretical underpinnings of
spectral and temporal dispersion of ultrafast laser pulses, ex-
plore the consequences of not addressing dispersion, and de-
tail techniques for minimizing and compensating these delete-
rious effects.22,23 Finally, we demonstrate that the microscope
provides physiologically relevant, locally restricted synaptic
stimulation at multiple sites to three classes of neurons in
different parts of the rat brain.

2 Instrument Design and Protocols
Because the desired microscope must satisfy many design re-
quirements �some nearly mutually exclusive�, great care must
be taken when selecting the layout strategies, optical constitu-
ents, and biological procedures. Here we describe our ratio-
nale for choosing the various components.

2.1 Multiphoton Excitation

To achieve physiological synaptic stimulation by mimicking
presynaptic release of neurotransmitter, the instrument must
be able to photolyse the caged neurotransmitter adjacent to a
visually identified spine while avoiding observable activation
of neighboring spines. Since neurons develop in all three spa-

tial dimensions, this release of neurotransmitter must be
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constrained laterally as well as axially �i.e., thin focal plane�.
Furthermore, to appropriately place stimulation sites, the ex-
perimentalist must be able to clearly observe the putative syn-
apses, i.e., dendritic spines. This requires 3-D fluorescent im-
aging resolution of �1 �m. Many strategies for improving
imaging resolution operate in a post hoc manner. For ex-
ample, confocal microscopy removes out-of-focus emission
light, photons that have already exited the irradiated speci-
men. Likewise, image deconvolution refines a previously re-
corded image long after the excitation light entered the
sample. To stimulate a neuron via spatially restricted photoly-
sis, however, requires that the high spatial resolution be an
inherent property of the excitation light.

The femtoliter focal volume of multiphoton excitation with
an ultrafast laser fulfills this requirement due to its intrinsic
optical sectioning.24,25 The effects of out-of-plane irradiation
�i.e., release of neurotransmitter at undesired locations� are
minimized due to the nonlinear power dependency, while the
lateral resolution is sufficient to clearly resolve neighboring
spines in typical mammalian CNS neurons. Additionally, the
use of near-infrared �NIR� wavelengths in multiphoton exci-
tation reduces Raleigh scattering in a nonlinear way, further
increasing imaging quality and photolysis efficiency. Finally,
the high instantaneous intensity but low average power NIR
excitation minimizes heating and phototoxicity.26,27

Photolysis is most efficient for wavelengths less than
380 nm for single photon irradiation.28 Because the typical
multiphoton excitation source, a titanium-sapphire �Ti:S� la-
ser, is tunable, wavelength selection must be deliberate. Two-
photon absorption maxima are rarely simply twice their one-
photon counterparts, but are somewhat blue-shifted. Several
groups reported success using 720 nm for multiphoton pho-
tolysis of MNI-Glu.2,29 Because the desired effect of many of
the optical components are wavelength-dependent, particu-
larly the beam deflectors and their compensating modules,
this wavelength must be held constant during an experiment.
Thus, imaging, as well as photolysis, was performed at
720 nm.

2.2 Acousto-Optic Deflectors and Drivers

We selected acousto-optic deflectors �AODs� for fast, noncon-
tiguous laser beam steering.30–32 Applying radio frequency �rf�
sound to a TeO2 crystal establishes a virtual diffraction grat-
ing capable of deflecting a laser beam by tens of mrad. De-
flection angles are transformed into changes in position at the
focal plane of a lens, thus providing lateral 2-D laser beam
scanning. The speed of changing the deflection angle is lim-
ited only by the time required for the updated acoustic fre-
quency to traverse the optical aperture. For a 10-mm AOD
aperture and an acoustic velocity of 676 m /sec, the position-
ing time is �15 �sec, permitting the scanner to visit
�65 sites /msec. In practice, the rate-limiting factor is the
dwell time �0.5 msec in this study� required to photolyse
enough MNI-Glu to generate a detectable neural response.
Another advantage of AOD-based scanning is that the change
in deflection angle is not limited to neighboring sites or to lie
along straight lines; only the acoustic frequency must be

changed and thus the same small penalty of a few �sec is
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enforced, even if jumping across the full angular range of the
deflector. A final useful property of AOD scanning is that the
diffraction efficiency is directly related to acoustic power: by
varying the amplitude of the impinging sound waves, the in-
tensity of the deflected laser beam can be modulated at the
same high speed. This allows quite sophisticated scanning
patterns in which laser power is dictated on a per site basis,
enabling corrections for uneven fluorescence excitation and
graded photolysis.

We used TeO2 AODs with a NIR broadband antireflection
coating �ATD-7010CD2, Intraction�. These AODs have a
�10-mm aperture and operate from 50 to 90 MHz. The
specified diffraction efficiency of �70% across the full
40-MHz bandwidth was realized with 4-W rf amplifiers �DE-
704M, IntraAction�. We found it necessary to use this rela-
tively high acoustic power when employing the large aperture
AODs. The large apertures were specified for overfilling the
objective lens back focal aperture with minimal or no demag-
nification �see Sec. 2.3�. With the large apertures, the AODs
provided higher angular resolution, which leads to higher im-
aging resolution. �The larger apertures do have two limita-
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crystals that can accommodate these large apertures and ho-
mogeneously deliver acoustic power across the aperture. Sec-
ond, temporal resolution is somewhat sacrificed. But as the
access time is only on the order of 10 to 20 �sec, the instru-
ment can still visit tens of sites per msec, nearly simultaneous
from the neuron’s perspective.�

A notable characteristic of this particular optical layout
�Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�� is that the centers of both AODs are as
close to diffraction planes as possible. Some dual mounts
place a pair of AODs in a back-to-back configuration, which
makes it impossible to have both perfectly located in a dif-
fraction plane. Such a configuration might result in lensing
effects that would degrade the realized resolution. Our setup
presents no such compromise.

While AODs fulfill many of the design requirements for
constructing a fast, modulatable scanner, there are two severe
drawbacks for which we must compensate and/or mitigate.
Materials that have good acousto-optic interaction tend to be
highly dispersive. This is manifest in pulse-width broadening
�temporal dispersion� and wavelength-dependent diffraction
�spectral dispersion�. These distorting effects are detailed in
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2.3 Objective Lens, Field of View, and
Demagnification

While the smallest structures of interest for these studies, den-
dritic spines, are on the order of 0.5 �m, the full dendritic
arbor can extend across hundreds of microns �see Fig. 4�a��. It
is thus imperative to select an objective lens with a large
enough field of view �FOV� so that panning is not excessive
during a typical experiment, while still presenting a high
enough numerical aperture �NA� to resolve spines. To this
end, we used a 60�1.0 NA objective lens �Nikon CFI
Fluor�. With the tube image diameter of 20 mm, the transil-
lumination FOV is 20 mm /60=333 �m, allowing viewing of
whole neurons with only a few repositionings. The 2-mm
working distance generously accommodates electrophysiol-
ogy pipettes to gain access to neurons. Furthermore, because
this objective is a “dipping” lens, it is designed for water as
the immersion medium with no intervening cover slip, exactly
the scenario for performing an electrophysiological experi-
ment on an upright microscope.

The FOV of the laser scan pattern is not necessarily iden-
tical to that of the transillumination. To fully realize the FOV,
the acceptance angle of the objective lens’ back focal aperture
�BFA� must be matched. With a tube lens of f tube=200 mm
and tube image diameter of �tube=20 mm,

�BFA = 2 arctan
�tube

2f tube
� 100 mrad. �1�

For AODs, the scan angle is

�scan =
�f

�
, �2�

with wavelength �, acoustic frequency f , and acoustic
velocity �. Therefore, the full scan range is �720 nm�
��40 MHz� / �676 m /s�=42.6 mrad. With no magnification,
we obtain 42.6 mrad /100 mrad�42% of the full FOV, or
142 �m �commercial laser-scanning systems typically utilize
50 to 60% of the objective lens’ FOV33�. This is implemented
via a f140: f140 relay telescope using NIR achromatic doublets
with broadband NIR antireflection coatings �Thorlabs� �Figs.
1�c� and 1�d��. An alternative is to replace this 1� telescope
with a f120: f160 telescope that demagnifies by 1.3�, but has
the same total optical path length �i.e., 280 nm�, allowing
straightforward drop-in replacement with off-the-shelf lenses.
Such a demagnification increases the �scan to 56.8 mrad, pro-
viding a �FOV=189 �m. We typically used the 1� tele-
scope.

For �=720 nm and NA=1.0, the 1 /e2 radius of the inten-
sity point spread function34 �PSF� is

�xy = 0.325
�

NA0.91 = 234 nm. �3�

This spot size is sufficient to clearly resolve dendritic spines.
To fill the 142-�m FOV, we require �607 spots assuming
this 234-nm spot size, well within the the diffraction-limited
performance of these AODs. If using the expanded 189-�m
FOV, the AODs would need to support �807 resolvable

spots, beyond their diffraction-limited capabilities. Thus, the
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combination of the 60�1.0 NA lens with 1� AOD scan
angle magnification is a good compromise of high magnifica-
tion, acceptably large FOV, high diffraction efficiency, accept-
able 	access, and nearly diffraction-limited resolution.

2.4 Fluorescent Label
To accurately select photolysis sites, the experimentalist must
be able to unambiguously visualize dendritic spines. One of
the most effective techniques for increasing the contrast of the
neuron of interest with respect to the surrounding tissue is to
include a fluorescent label with the internal solution of the
electrophysiology pipette whose lumen is continuous with the
cytoplasm. Since the dyes are membrane impermeant, only
the neuron with the pipette attached will become fluorescently
labeled. Suitable dyes for this procedure exhibit good diffu-
sion, strong fluorescence, and minimal photobleaching and
photodamage. However, there are additional constraints for
our purpose here. AOD scanning and most schemes for tem-
poral and spectral dispersion compensation are wavelength-
dependent. Therefore, though it is possible to purchase an
automated wavelength-tunable Ti:S laser �Mira 900D and
Verdi V8 pump, Coherent�, the optical setup requires that a
single wavelength be used for fluorescent imaging and pho-
tolysis. Since there are a plethora of fluorescent labels with a
wide excitation absorption range, we choose to use the most
effective wavelength for photolysis: �ex,2P=720 nm. This
choice represents an acceptable compromise of photolysis ef-
ficiency �more effective at shorter wavelengths� and the laser
gain curve �more effective at longer wavelengths�.

Selecting a fluorescent dye based on a desired absorption
wavelength when using two-photon excitation is not straight-
forward. Choosing a dye based on its absorption maxima is
problematic because empirical tests have suggested that the
two-photon absorption spectra for many dyes are blue-shifted
from half their single photon counterparts.21 Another difficulty
is that one typically favors dyes with relatively large molar
extinction coefficients �
�. However, two-photon absorption
does not follow the familiar but ungeneralized Beer-Lambert
law: it depends also on beam size and degree of collimation.
Nevertheless, we supposed it reasonable to investigate UV-
excitable dyes with relatively large 
.

Despite poor two-photon excited fluorescence levels from
both AlexaFluor 350 and 405 �Invitrogen� at 720 nm, we ob-
tained good results from a UV-excitable calcium-sensitive
dye, bis-FURA-2 �low calcium �ex,1P=350 nm;

�em=500–530 nm; 
=56000 cm−1 M−1�.2,35,36 The FURA-2
family is composed of dual-excitation, single-emission dyes.
When excited at the lower wavelength, peak fluorescence
emission occurs when cytoplasmic, unbound calcium is at
resting levels. Even though bis-FURA-2 �Invitrogen� is a
calcium-sensitive dye, we used it here simply as a structural
label; during imaging mode �i.e., no photolytic or electro-
physiological stimulation�, the fluorescence is quite stable and
suitable for this purpose. With a relatively large two-photon
cross section, �12 GM at 700 nm, this dye produces strong
emission when included in the pipette at a concentration of
333 �M �due in part to the fact that there are two FURA
fluorophore moieties per molecule� such that spines are
clearly visible. It exhibited minimal photobleaching and no

apparent photodamage �i.e., electrophysiology measurements
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remained nominal with repeated laser irradiation�.
Using a calcium indicator could very well confound the

dendritic physiology when using this system due to the dye’s
buffering properties. However, we predict negligible effects
under the most likely experimental conditions for studying
synaptic summation. First, �95% of intracellular calcium is
already bound by endogenous calcium chelators.37 Second,
photolytic synaptic activation resulting in small EPSPs
��5-mV unitary amplitude� is unlikely to recruit significant
calcium currents from voltage-gated ion channels. Low-
voltage-activated �LVA� calcium channels are the most sensi-
tive calcium channels to depolarization. The activation V1/2 of
T-type calcium channels, the major component of a neuron’s
complement LVA calcium channels, is �25 mV depolarized
from resting potential.38 The only other significant sources of
calcium are the NMDA receptors themselves.39 Considering
the ratio of calcium currents to sodium and potassium currents
passed by NMDA and the relative ratios of total NMDA cur-
rents to AMPA currents, the amount of calcium flowing into
the neuron during synaptic activation is small compared to
that of the other cations.40 We therefore feel justified in using
bis-FURA-2 as a structural label for synaptic summation stud-
ies, because it does not appreciably alter calcium buffering
and that synaptically evoked depolarization results mostly
from sodium and potassium currents.

2.5 Caged Glu and Delivery Methods
While there are several varieties of caged Glu, we chose
MNI-Glu �Tocris Bioscience� because it possesses the best
combination of water solubility, water stability, and uncaging
speed of any of the commercially available alternatives.7,10,27

There are two common methods for delivering caged Glu to a
neuron of interest: bulk application via bath perfusion, and
focal application via local perfusion through a large diameter
micropipette. Bath perfusion has several advantages. Bath ap-
plication of the caged neurotransmitter minimizes specimen
repositioning because the compound is evenly distributed
throughout the slice. It is simple to set up, and with fewer
moving components the possibility of disturbing the delicate
electrophysiology recording is minimized. However, the dis-
advantages are numerous. Because the caged Glu must be
used at an effective concentration �typically a few mM�
throughout the whole perfusion volume, a significant amount
of costly reagent must be used that cannot be recovered. Fur-
thermore, because the perfusion volume must be recycled in
this case, this strategy requires an expensive peristaltic pump
that can handle low total volumes with low pressure pulsation.
The small perfusion volume also increases the possibility of
cytotoxic effects from the recycled perfusate. Finally, the
caged Glu is always present, meaning that control experi-
ments are difficult to perform to determine if the observed
response is due to MNI-Glu photolysis or simply an irradia-
tion artifact from the laser.

Local perfusion of MNI-Glu addresses these disadvan-
tages. The smaller overall volume of the delivery pipette al-
lowed us to make a more concentrated solution �12 versus
2 mM� but using less total reagent, which we found advanta-
geous for obtaining physiological responses while costing
less. Furthermore, this method does not require a special

pump, and we were able to use our standard, large bath vol-
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ume with gravity-driven �i.e., not recycled� scheme that mini-
mized possible toxic effects. Finally, we could regulate the
flow of caged Glu independently of the perfusion solution,
which proved invaluable in control experiments. Using large
internal diameter micropipettes ���1 mm� tapered to
8 to 10 �m, a pressure equivalent to 1 to 2 in. H2O
�0.03 to 0.07 psi� maintained constant flow for more than
20 min �30 min typical�. Since we could turn the flow on and
off independently from the bath perfusion, this duration was
quite sufficient for tens of presentations of even the most
complex stimulation patterns. With a standard intravenous
drip set �60 drops per ml for the bath perfusion� at 0.5 to 1 ml
per minute, the plume is slightly less than the 1� field of
view. Minimal repositioning of the specimen was necessary
with this arrangement.

3 Spectral Dispersion
While laser light is often considered monochromatic when
compared to other light sources, the finite spectral bandwidth
of laser light has consequences for high-resolution imaging.
Since the AOD scanning principle is based on diffraction, the
scan angle is wavelength-dependent. This dependency could
degrade the maximal achievable imaging resolution. Further-
more, ultrafast lasers have a wider spectral content than con-
tinuous waveform �i.e., nonpulsed lasers; �3 nm versus
�0.5 nm�, exacerbating this type of degradation. The general
effect is that instead of a radially symmetric focal volume, the
focal volume is elongated along the vector sum of the deflec-
tion axes. Because an image can be modeled as the convolu-
tion of the specimen with the excitation point spread function
�PSF�, a significantly elongated PSF limits the smallest re-
solvable objects.

To perform a multisite photolysis experiment with this in-
strument, we carefully select the caged compounds, fluores-
cent dye, and wavelength to be mutually compatible, such that
the laser is tuned to a single wavelength during any one ex-
periment. However, “tuning to a single wavelength” for a Ti:S
laser is parlance for actually optimizing the laser for a par-
ticular central wavelength. Despite closely conforming to a
sech2 waveform, we assume Gaussian-shaped pulses for sim-
plicity. The spectral bandwidth �� for a transform-limited
Gaussian pulse is given by

�� = 0.441
�2

c	
, �4�

where c is the speed of light and 	 is the pulse width �all pulse
widths reported as FWHM for Gaussian-shaped pulses�.
Shorter 	 results in broader spectral content. For 720 nm and
207 fsec, ��=3.68 nm. Since this relatively broad spectrum
causes a decrease in resolution, one possible strategy for mini-
mizing the spectral dispersion is to increase the pulse width 	
in the equation. This is not useful for two reasons. First, two-
photon absorption probability is inversely related to the pulse
width,25 severely penalizing broader pulses. Second, ultrafast
lasers are typically optimized for the shorter pulse widths and
do not support operation at the necessary powers with
longer 	.

Using AODs, a scan pattern is built of purposeful angle

changes: sequential, neighboring changes for raster scanning
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to build an image, or discontinuous changes to create a sparse
photolysis pattern. The number of unique possible positions—
which dictate resolution—is constrained by the number of
unique angles N �Table 1�. In the ideal case, the number of
unique angles is limited by diffraction. Parallel beams of light
passing through the AOD aperture are spread. This aperture-
dependent spreading establishes the fundamental maximal
number of spots �and conversely, the minimal spot size�. In
practice, however, the number of unique angles �and by ex-
tension, resolvable spots� is limited by spectral dispersion.
The wide spectral content of Ti:S laser light is spread out
more than diffraction of monochromatic light. This further
limits the number of resolvable spots �i.e., the system is no
longer diffraction limited but is instead dispersion limited�
and diminishes the two-photon excitation efficiency, because
the photon flux density at the excitation volume is decreased.

The quantitative effect of the relatively wide spectrum is
realized when considering the equations describing AOD de-
flection. The angle through which a laser beam is deflected by
an AOD, �deflection, is governed by

�deflection =
�f

�
, �5�

where f is the acoustic frequency �50 to 90 MHz for these
AODs� and � is the acoustic velocity �676 m /sec in TeO2�.
The total angle through which the beam can be deflected into
the first order �scan is limited by the acoustic bandwidth, �f
=40 MHz. For our center wavelength, acoustic bandwidth,
and acoustic velocity, �scan=42.6 mrad. A wavefront encoun-
tering the AOD aperture is subject to diffraction, however. In
this instance, the 10-mm aperture, D, imposes an additional
angle onto the scanned beams as seen by

�diffraction = 0.88
�

D
= 0.0634 mrad, �6�

from the sinc2 approximation of diffraction at a square aper-
ture. The number of possible discrete angles N �and by exten-

Table 1 Theoretical spectral dispersion and com
used: wavelength �=720 nm; spectral bandwid
velocity �=676 m/sec; scan range �scan=42.6 m
d=150 grooves/mm; effective compensation fre
�grating=�2��fcomp/�=552 �rad.

2-D spectral dispersion �dispersion ���fx
2+ f

Dispersed resolution N �scan/�dis

Spot elongation S �dispersion/�

2-D spectral dispersion �compensated ��dispersion−

Compensated resolution N� �scan/�com

Compensated spot elongation S� �compensated/
aWhen �compensated��diffraction, the number of compens
diffraction limited.
sion, the number of resolvable spots� is
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N =
�scan

�diffraction
= 42.6/0.0634 � 672 spots, �7�

along one dimension �Table 1�. However, without appropriate
compensation, the number of angles is limited by dispersion,
not diffraction. The finite spectral bandwidth �� gives a dis-
persion angle described by

�dispersion =
��f

�
. �8�

Note that the amount of spectral dispersion directly varies
with the sound wave frequency f , so that minimally deflected
beams �i.e., f = fmin=50 MHz� are dispersed the least, while
maximally deflected beams �f = fmax=90 MHz� are dispersed
the most �Fig. 2�a�, left panel, and Table 1�. To obtain a 2-D
scan pattern in the specimen plane, we employ a pair of or-
thogonal AODs. The aggregate dispersion for two dimensions
is

�dispersion =
���fx

2 + fy
2

�
. �9�

At the center of the scan pattern �f =70 MHz�, the dispersion
is worse than the 1-D case by a factor of �2; the beam is
dispersed to 0.539 mrad, 8.5� larger than the diffraction-
limited beam �Table 1�. This leads directly to a degradation in
resolution by the same factor, a result of the now-elongated
focal volume. Examination of the dispersion equation reveals
that dispersion varies with acoustic frequency, so that at the
highest frequency, the maximum 2-D dispersion is
0.693 mrad for an elongation factor of 10.9�, and N is re-
duced to �61 spots at the corner of the scan pattern �Table 1�.

An effective strategy to compensate for this spectral dis-
persion involves an additional diffraction grating. Even
though we use two AODs to create a 2-D scan pattern, the
aggregate dispersion requires only a single compensation
grating �Fig. 2�a�, right panel�. Our design employs a ruled

ion of TeO2 AODs. The following parameters are
=3.68 nm; AOD aperture D=10 mm; acoustic
iffraction �diffraction=0.0634 mrad; grating pitch
y fcomp=�d /�2=71.7 MHz; and compensation

fmin=50 MHz f0=70 MHz fmax=90 MHz

385 539 639 �rad

110 79 61 spots

6.1� 8.5� 10.9�

167 13.1 141 �rad

253 672a 302 spots

n 2.64� 0.21� 2.22�

ots becomes N�=�scan/�diffraction, and the scanning is
pensat
th ��
rad; d
quenc

y
2/�

persion

diffraction

�grating�

pensated

�diffractio

ated sp
reflection grating oriented 45 deg to the scan pattern. The
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Losavio, Iyer, and Saggau: Two-photon microscope for multisite microphotolysis of caged neurotransmitters in acute brain slices
compensation principle is that the grating produces dispersion
equal and opposite that of the pair of AODs at their center
frequency. At that location, the dispersion is fully compen-
sated and the diffraction-limited performance is restored. To-
ward the edges of the scan pattern, dispersion is minimized to
near the diffraction limit. The compensation angle is de-
scribed by

�compensation =
− �f0

�0
. �10�

To achieve this, we specify a ruled diffraction grating with
groove spacing d=�0 / f0. With an effective frequency of
f =�2�70 MHz�2, we calculate that a grating with
146 groves /mm would fully compensate the center spot. A
commercially available ruled grating �Newport 33009ZD02-
426R; �70% diffraction efficiency at 720 nm for both s- and
p-polarizations� of 150 grooves /mm fully compensates for
f =71.7 MHz, very close to the center. Near the extrema of
the scan pattern, the spot elongations are reduced by a factor
of 3 to 5� �compare S� and S in Table 1�.

Using the grating equation m�=d�sin +sin �� and an in-
cident angle =45 deg, we can determine the diffraction
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Fig. 2 Compensation of spectral dispersion. �a� Principles of uncompe
Spectral dispersion elongates the collimated beam along the axis of d
center frequency of the AOD recollimates the center beams and redu
purposes of this schematic. �b� Diagonal scan patterns in fluorescent m
9�, while the compensated spots are �1� near the center of the scan
As suggested by Eq. �9�, S increases with increasing AOD frequency. W
is minimized in the middle of the scan field and is greatly improved
water at 5� zoom factor. Without compensation, the spherical beads a
the 45 deg� as a result of the elongated focal spot. With the grating in
zoom-ins were taken near the center of the scan range, so the observe
of the scan pattern. Lines indicate examples of manually selected cros
red� to the axis of dispersion. �e� Average intensity of parallel �par� and
with compensation �comp, n=10�, respectively. The orthogonal axis
=0.52 �m�, whereas the parallel axes are quite dissimilar �FWHMun
orthogonal axes are similar when compensated �i.e., grating is inserted
online only.�
angle �=54.6 deg. Since +�=99.6 deg, the total included
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angle through which the grating diffracts is nearly a right
angle, and we can use the grating in a diffraction plane �see
Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�� to change the beam path direction in place
of a standard reflecting mirror. This greatly simplifies and
shortens the optical path length and reduces the total number
of required optical elements.

Because the 2-D scan pattern is manifested as a collection
of deflected laser beams, all the beams do not strike the
grating perfectly orthogonally to the grooves. Thus, a
more general grating equation must be applied:
m�=cos ��sin +sin ��. However, since �=��scan /2
=21.3 mrad, cos �=0.999 and this contribution can be rea-
sonably ignored.

Figure 2 illustrates the resolution degradation due to spec-
tral dispersion and the improvement realized when compen-
sated. We first created a scan pattern of separated spots along
the axis of maximal dispersion �i.e., diagonally�. The fluores-
cence signal from a fluorescent plastic slide �Chroma Tech-
nology� indicates that the focus spot is greatly elongated
along this axis �Fig. 2�b�, top�. When the spectral dispersion is
properly compensated, however, the focus spots become
much more symmetrical and much brighter due to the im-
proved concentration of photon flux in the small focal volume
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�top row� and grating-compensated �bottom row� spectral dispersion.
on. A diffraction grating whose groove frequency is equivalent to the

dispersion of the outer beams. Note: angles are exaggerated for the
l. The uncompensated spots are elongated along the scan axis by 5 to
rn. �c� Variation of spot elongation S as a function of AOD frequency.
e addition of a diffraction grating tuned to the center frequency, the S
edges of the scan pattern. �d� Images of 0.5-�m fluorescent beads in
lengthened along the vector sum of the two deflection axes �i.e., along
to recollimate the beams, the beads appear qualitatively circular. The
gation does not reflect the maximal spectral dispersion at the extrema
ns taken approximately parallel �solid black� and orthogonal �dotted

onal �orth� cross sections without compensation �uncomp, n=11� and
is similar in both cases �FWHMuncomp,orth=0.53 �m; FWHMcomp,orth
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�Fig. 2�b�, bottom�. To quantify this elongation, we fit each
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Losavio, Iyer, and Saggau: Two-photon microscope for multisite microphotolysis of caged neurotransmitters in acute brain slices
spot with a 2-D Gaussian function; the ratio of widths we plot
as S. Examination of S versus AOD frequency �Fig. 2�c��
indicates general agreement with the theoretical values calcu-
lated in Table 1. Uncompensated, S ranges from �6� at the
minimal deflection frequency to nearly 10� at the maximal
frequency. In contrast, the addition of the compensation grat-
ing nearly eliminated elongation at the center of the scan pat-
tern �i.e., S�1��, while the edges exhibit greatly minimized
S.

Once we demonstrated the effects of spectral dispersion
and its compensation on the illumination spot, we wanted to
determine the consequences for this elongated focal spot on
imaging performance. We therefore imaged �500-nm fluo-
rescent beads �Invitrogen� dispersed in water. Since they are
only slightly larger than the theoretical focal volume, the ap-
parent size and shape of the spherical beads should indicate
the distortion of the PSF due to spectral dispersion. When
spectral dispersion was uncompensated �top row�, a standard
NIR dielectric mirror �E03 series, broadband, Thorlabs� re-
placed the compensating diffraction grating �bottom row�. Im-
ages collected without the grating exhibit greatly elongated
bead profiles �Fig. 2, top row�, testifying to the need for com-
pensation, whereas the beads appear more qualitatively circu-
lar when dispersion is compensated �Fig. 2, bottom row�. For
a subset of beads, the elongation was quantified by taking
intensity cross sections parallel �black lines� and orthogonal
�red lines� to the dispersion axis �Fig. 2�d��. The observed
bead diameter is similar �FWHM=0.5 �m� along the or-
thogonal axis regardless of the presence of compensation, in-
dicating that dispersion is strong along a single axis �Fig.
2�e��. However, when compensated, the apparent diameters of
the beads parallel to the dispersion axis are much more similar
�FWHM=0.9 �m� to the orthogonal axis when compared to
the uncompensated images �FWHM=1.7 �m�. Furthermore,
we were able to reduce the PMT �H7712-13, Hamamatsu�
gain for the compensated image, decreasing the amplified
noise level. Alternatively, lower laser power could have been
used to guard against potential photodamage.

Without appropriate spectral compensation, two-photon
AOD scanned images will appear distorted along the axis of
dispersion. Dendritic branches, for example, which are nearly
cylindrical, would appear elongated. Branches that run nearly
perpendicular to the dispersion axis would appear as several
times their width when running nearly parallel. Given a dis-
torted dendrite image, accurately placing photolysis sites
would prove nearly impossible. Furthermore, the distorted fo-
cal volume requires higher laser intensity to obtain equivalent
two-photon absorption rates due to the reduced photon flux.
This simple compensation scheme consisting of a single ruled
diffraction grating successfully diminishes this distortion and
minimizes the required laser intensity.

4 Temporal Dispersion
The utility of ultrashort pulses in imaging applications is their
extremely high local intensity when focused by a high NA
lens. Their small focal volume gives high lateral resolution
and intrinsic optical sectioning. These properties are a conse-
quence of the near-simultaneous absorption of �2 photons.
This requires photon flux densities that are only produced by

ultrashort, pulsed lasers. Dispersive media, such as the TeO2
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of AODs and the optical materials used in lens fabrication,
diminish this high instantaneous intensity necessary for mul-
tiphoton absorption.

Ultrashort pulses, such as those from a mode-locked Ti:S
laser, propagating through dispersive media experience tem-
poral broadening, called group-velocity dispersion �GVD�.41

In such materials, the refractive index decreases as the wave-
length increases. With the broad spectral content of a short
pulse, the shorter wavelength components are retarded rela-
tive to the longer wavelength components. Given a total op-
tical path length of many centimeters of highly dispersive
optical material, such as a pair of AODs plus several thick
achromatic lenses, a typical pulse width may be broadened
several times over. Since multiphoton absorption efficiency is
strongly dependent on pulse width, this temporal broadening
can impose insurmountable constraints on exciting fluoro-
phores and photolyzing photolabile bonds.42,43 Average laser
power cannot be indefinitely increased, and living tissue can
only tolerate limited heating from irradiation.

To determine the pulse broadening of ultrashort laser
pulses, we use the treatment of Iyer, Losavio, and Saggau.22

GVD is given by

GVD =
�3

2�c2

d2n

d�2 , �11�

with the parameters �=7.2�10−5 cm, c=3�10−5 cm / fsec,
and d2n /d�2=9.046�107 cm−2 calculated from numerical
solution of the Sellmeier equation for TeO2 ordinary refrac-
tive index,

nordinary
2 = 1 +

3.7088�2

�2 − 0.038575
. �12�

With these parameters, the GVD for TeO2 deflectors operat-
ing in slow-shear mode is calculated to be 5979 fsec2 /cm.
For two AODs with an interaction length of 2.79 cm each, the
imparted group-delay dispersion �GDD� is 33362 fsec2. Fur-
thermore, the seventeen-thick achromatic lenses for the opti-
cal layout �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�� generate additional nontrivial
dispersion. For example, a �50.8-mm, f100 mm IR achromatic
doublet presents 13 mm of LAKN22 and 2 mm of SFL6
along the center ray. A single lens of this type produces
686 fsec2 dispersion. For the seventeen various lenses of our
system, we calculate an additional 11522 fsec2 dispersion,
approximately 1 /3 the dispersion of both AODs. Thus the
aggregate theoretical GDD is on the order of 44844 fsec2.
The microscope tube lens and objective lens, for which we
did not explicitly accommodate in this tabulation because
their optical composition is not specified, might marginally
contribute to the aggregate temporal dispersion.44–46

What is the consequence of this amount of dispersion, and
can it be mitigated by altering the input in some way? Assum-
ing a transform-limited Gaussian pulse shape, for a given in-
put pulse width 	in, and dispersion GDD, the output pulse
width 	out is related by

	out = 	in�1 + 	4 ln�2�GDD
2 
2

. �13�

	in
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Losavio, Iyer, and Saggau: Two-photon microscope for multisite microphotolysis of caged neurotransmitters in acute brain slices
Figure 3�a� shows how the output pulse width varies with
input pulse width and with dispersion. The minimal 	out is
never achieved with the smallest 	in due to the dependence of
	out on the inverse second power of 	in. For example, given a
GDD of 50000 fsec2, the minimal output pulse width,
�500 fsec, is realized when the input pulse width is
�370 fsec �Fig. 3�b��. In fact, over much of the range of
dispersion, 	out can be minimized with a 	in of
200 to 400 fsec. Roughly doubling the pulse width at the
specimen results in halving the probability of two-photon ab-
sorption.

One possible strategy for mitigating temporal dispersion
would be to select, if possible, a 	in that minimizes 	out. From
the plot in Fig. 3�a�; 200�	in�400 fsec might be suitable
for the range of GDD�50000 fsec2. In practice, however,
this is not viable because the adjustments that make the laser
produce such longer pulses are not conducive to high output
power and stable mode locking. Indeed, adjusting the intrac-
avity prisms for longer-than-optimal pulses resulted in a de-
crease in laser intensity such that we could not visualize
strongly fluorescent test specimens such as beads �data not
shown�. Furthermore, these adjustments are not possible on
sealed-box laser systems. An external means of minimizing
temporal dispersion thus is necessary.

A strategy for compensating for GVD involves preferen-
tially delaying the leading photons �longer wavelengths�, so
that after traversal of the entire optical path, all spectral com-
ponents arrive at the focal volume within the original tempo-
ral envelope, thus restoring excitation efficiency. A prism-
based prechirper47 imparts negative GVD, described by

GVD = −
2�3

�c2� dn

d�
�2

, �14�

where dn /d�=−677.7 cm−1 for the SF10 isosceles Brewster
prisms �1B-21.6-60.6-SFIO, CVI Laser� used here. With a
GVD of 121.4 fsec2 /cm, an interprism length L of 369.6 cm
should compensate for GDD, the aggregate theoretical disper-
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Fig. 3 Compensation of temporal dispersion. �a� Theoretical relationsh
delay dispersion �GDD�. The optimized 	out is never obtained with the
	out for any one value of GDD �also indicated by thick red line in �a
excitation efficiency due to temporal dispersion is to adjust 	in for t
fluorescent signal by varying interprism length L of prechirper. Tem
L=372 cm �filled circles�, implying a total system dispersion of GD
Adjusting L to this value results in maximum signal �open squares� fro
sion imposed by the AODs and lenses. This distance is longer
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than is convenient for a typical optical table, so we imple-
mented a stacked and folded design that reduces the physical
path length by a factor of four.22

Varying L and measuring pulse width at the specimen
plane, we observed a minima at �372 cm �filled circular
markers, Fig. 3�c��, close to the value predicted by the theo-
retical calculations. In fact, the additional length of L required
above that predicted from the theoretical calculations could be
due to additional marginal dispersion from the microscope
tube lens and the objective lens. We measured
	in=207 fsec at the output of the laser and observed
	out=254 fsec at the microscope objective lens specimen
plane �Mini Microscope Autocorrelator, APE Berlin, Ger-
many: autocorrelated pulse widths converted to FWHM val-
ues assuming Gaussian pulse shape�. However, such a mini-
mal residual pulse-width broadening requires only 11% more
average power, which is acceptable because imaging and pho-
tolysis are not power-limited in this regime. The effects of the
temporal dispersion compensation on fluorescent signal
brightness is shown in the insets of Fig. 3�c�. The average
signal �open square markers� from a fluorescent bead �Invit-
rogen� is maximal at L=372 cm and rapidly diminishes once
L is increased or decreased by 150 mm.

Temporal dispersion is a critical issue that, if not ad-
dressed, can severely degrade the ability to perform two-
photon excitation, both for imaging and photolysis. With our
system, there was not enough laser power to discern well-
labeled neurons without temporal compensation �data not
shown�. We attribute this to the large amount of group veloc-
ity dispersion imparted by the numerous optical elements, par-
ticularly the AODs. In contrast, with a prism-based prechirper
�C32-085 protected gold mirrors, Edmund Scientific�, the
original pulse width of �300 fsec is nearly restored and the
system easily detects fluorescent neurons �see Sec. 5� and
clearly resolves dendritic spines.

5 Results
Brain slices of rat hippocampus, cerebellum, and striatum
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tutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Baylor College of
Medicine. Anesthetized Sprague Dawley rats were transcar-
dially perfused with ice-cold solution containing �in mM�:
110 ChCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 Na2HPO4, 10 D-glucose, 25
NaHCO3, 0.5 CaCl2, and 7.5 MgCl2. All chemicals were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich �Saint Louis, Missouri� unless
otherwise noted. Brain slices �350 �m thick� were transferred
to solution containing 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 Na2HPO4, 10
D-glucose, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, and 2 MgCl2, 1.3 ascor-
bate, and 3 pyruvate for 20 min at 34 °C and then at room
temperature for 40 min before the imaging experiment.

Visually identified neurons were patch-dialyzed with
333-�M bis-FURA-2 �Invitrogen Molecular Probes� fluores-
cent dye solution containing �in mM� 120 Kgluconate, 20
KCl, 10 HEPES, 2 MgCl2, 0.2 EGTA, 4 MgATP, 0.3 TrisATP,
and 7 phosphocreatine for at least 15 min. After the initial
dye-filling period, volume datasets were collected using the
raster-scanning functionality of the microscope and an objec-
tive lens stepper motor �see next�. In most instances, several
overlapping volumes were required to capture all the dye-
filled dendrites. Average laser power was modulated via the
AODs to �7 mW �measured at the objective lens BFA� for
imaging �no pressure on MNI-Glu delivery pipette� to
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Fig. 4 Neurophysiological demonstration of photolysis. �a� Images of b
cerebellar Purkinje neurons �middle�, and striatal medium spiny neuro
while inset zoom-ins �indicated by box overlays on montages� are sing
spatially distinct photolysis sites that were stimulated in �e�. �b� Exam
neuron. Each spine was stimulated at 2 mW, followed by each spine
by circles, squares, and triangles� are connected by a line. �c� Exam
FWHM of 0.74 �m, the average over all tested spines was 1.51±0.11
FWHM for this example is 3.35 �m; average over all tested spines is
at five visually identified spines of a CA1 pyramidal neuron. Each trac
delay between stimulation of each of the five sites was measured from
than at �t=100 msec. Note that �t is limited primarily by the dwell t
�21 mW �slight pressure on delivery pipette� for photolysis
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mode. Because the caged Glu delivery system is independent
of the saline perfusion system, we were able to measure that
there was no observable electrophysiological effect �i.e., no
changes in resting membrane potential, steady-state input re-
sistance, or depolarization greater than the 0.2-mVrms noise�
due to either laser pulses delivered to the sample in the ab-
sence of MNI-Glu or to the application of MNI-Glu in the
absence of laser pulses. Monitoring the neurons’ resting mem-
brane potential and whole cell steady-state input resistance
with the built-in electrophysiology protocols of our custom
software �Matlab version 2007a � DAQ toolbox; The Math-
works� revealed no noticeable effects from repeated pho-
tolytic stimulation �225 stimuli �0.5 msec dwell time at
�1 Hz�.

Examination of structural images and electrically recorded
physiological traces confirm that the two-photon, multisite
scanning microscope fulfills all the design requirements. The
fluorescent imaging mode is capable of collecting and dis-
playing full frame views, which allow an experimentalist to
view large areas of the dendrites. It is capable of doing this
over a wide variety of neuron types �Fig. 4�a�� whose branch-
ing structures range from a few long branches �for example,
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons�, a multitude of short
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length branches �medium spiny neurons of the striatum�. In all
cases, branches are seen in sharp contrast with the dark back-
ground, and dendritic spines are clearly visible when the scan
pattern is zoomed in �Fig. 4�a�, insets�. With these high qual-
ity images, the experimentalist can then confidently select
photolysis sites at putative synaptic locations.

With the amplitude modulation channel offered by the
AOD drivers the scanner is capable of individually changing
the power delivered to each site. This allows the response
elicited from photolysis at each site to be graded to a
experimenter-defined value. Figure 4�b� shows the results of
this tuning procedure for four sites on a single neuron’s den-
drite. At each site, the photolysis power was increased from
�2 mW to �25 mW �the data from each site are a series of
circles, squares, and triangles connected by a solid line�. As
the power increases, the maximal recorded depolarization
�EPSPmax� increases as expected. Once these curves are ob-
tained for each site, the power required to elicit the desired
response can be interpolated. The tuning curves show that
from site to site, the responses are very similar, with the varia-
tion of EPSPmax with average laser power �0.4 mV /mW in
the 1 to 8-mV regime. This consistency was typical even
across different neurons.

Multisite synaptic photolysis has little advantage over bulk
application of Glu unless there is spatial restriction of the Glu
release. Figures 4�c� and 4�d� demonstrate that the photolysis
is restricted in the lateral and axial dimensions, respectively.
For these tests, a single photolysis site was placed just adja-
cent �within 0.5 �m� to a visually identified spine. To test the
lateral resolution �Fig. 4�c��, a series of nine additional sites
�ten total� were placed along an imaginary line �dotted gray
line� perpendicular to the dendritic shaft. Each of the ten sites
was stimulated with a 750-msec delay. Then, we plot
EPSPmax as a function of distance ��x� from the first site. The
EPSPmax drops to less than half its largest value once the site
is 0.37 �m away from the spine head �0.76 �m for n=12
spines; all pooled data are statistical mean�. A similar proce-
dure was used to demonstrate the axial resolution �Fig. 4�d��.
An initial site was placed just adjacent to a spine head. With
the x-y location fixed, the focus stepper motor retracted the
objective lens axially in 0.5-�m increments. At each stop, a
trace was collected. The EPSPmax versus axial position ��z�
curve shows that the response drops to less than half its larg-
est value once the focal spot is displaced 1.68 �m from the
original focal plane �2.12 �m for n=10 spines�. The aniso-
tropic focal volume shape conforms to the ellipsoid typically
exhibited by a two-photon focal volume.

Figure 4�e� shows CA1 somatic EPSPs in response to pho-
tolytic stimulation at five visually identified spine heads. The
amplitude modulation at each of the five sites was individu-
ally tuned to achieve �3-mV response �see Fig. 4�b��. The
individual EPSPs closely match the characteristic time scale
and temporal shape of endogenous EPSPs. Each trace shows
the result of a different intersite delay. For the top trace
��t=30 msec�, each site was delayed by 30 msec from the
previous. The middle trace represents the response to the
same five sites but delayed by 50 msec, while the bottom
trace represents 100 msec. The EPSPmax, possibly important

in synaptic integration, is observed for the shortest �t,
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30 msec, while there is negligible integration when the inputs
are delayed by 100 msec.

6 Discussion
Studying single neuron electrophysiology, and specifically
synaptic integration, is a challenging task. Neurons are small,
fast, and delicate, posing a significant technical hurdle in the
course of measuring and manipulating them. The microscope
and associated biological protocols described here fulfill
many design requirements. The AODs scan the focal volume
of a spectrally and temporally compensated ultrafast laser
beam with enough flexibility to image dendritic spines. It can
also photolyse caged Glu with the requisite speed and preci-
sion to mimic endogenous synaptic stimulation. We are cur-
rently using this system to compare multisynaptic integration
in different neuron types such as pyramidal, Purkinje, and
spiny neurons, and to investigate the temporal correlations
between synaptic input and output firing �data not shown�.

There are several possible avenues for improving the in-
strument and/or extending its capabilities. First, most neurons
grow in elaborate 3-D structures. This poses an issue for this
instrument in that, while suitably fast and capable of arbitrary
patterns, the scanning is confined to the focal plane. One pos-
sible improvement is to adapt the AOD scanning principle for
fast, discontiguous scanning in three dimensions.48,49 We have
already built one such scanner that is optimized for imaging
�but not photolysis�.50 Our particular 3-D scanner design has
the advantage of eliminating the need for spectral dispersion
compensation at the cost of requiring more temporal disper-
sion compensation ��60000 fsec2, necessitating a prechirper
length of �600 cm, feasible with this setup, but unwieldy�. In
fact, while the instrument is capable of performing a wide
range of imaging applications, it cannot perform photolysis
procedures without dedicated temporal compensation.

Besides space and cost constraints, the main reason why
we have not configured this system to scan in 3-D is that 2-D
scanning is not quite so restrictive in practice. First, we typi-
cally find long sections of dendrites that do fall in the same
focal plane. Judicious selection of the brain slicing angle dur-
ing the dissection procedure ensures this. Furthermore, one
could choose to study a subset of neurons that happen to grow
in a very planar manner, such as cerebellar Purkinje neurons.
We observe that the average �mean�SEM� in-focus length
of a CA1 neuron dendritic branch is 99.5�6.7 �m �n=19
branches�. Because the dendrites of medium spiny neurons
grow more spherically, they are typically in focus for slightly
shorter, but still usable, distances �69.9�8.2 �m, five
branches�. It is no trouble to find Purkinje neuron branchlets
in the same focal plane because of their short lengths �which
are on the order of 10 �m�, and we are able to image large
portions of their dendritic arbors �93.9�6.9 �m, nine
datasets� in a single image. Second, since this AOD scanner
design is capable of visiting tens of sites within a msec, the
only practical limitation to the number of photolytic stimula-
tion sites is the number of spines in any single focal plane.
For the three types of neurons we tested here, we could
clearly identify many spines in a single optical section of a
5� zoom-in. We observed spine densities of
0.88�0.06 spines /�m �twelve branches, 264 spines�,

1.10�0.06 spines /�m �eight branches, 89 spines�, and
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0.63�0.07 spines /�m �eight branches, 122 spines� for CA1,
Purkinje, and medium spiny neurons, respectively. In combi-
nation with the focally restricted �0.76 �m, laterally� photoly-
sis we have demonstrated, we judge that having a possible site
of photolytic synaptic input every 1 to 2 �m would permit
even the most demanding spatial summation investigations.
Thus, we have found that this configuration of a 2-D laser
scanner enables a wide variety of synaptic summation experi-
ments.

While the temporal compensation scheme presented here
was sufficient to restore the pulse width to a point where
dendritic spines could be clearly visualized, we were not able
to fully return to the undispersed pulse width as measured at
the output of the laser. This could be due to pulse-front
tilt,51–53 where residual angular dispersion distorts the pulse
group fronts so that they no longer travel strictly perpendicu-
lar to the propagation axis. This effect requires specialized
equipment to faithfully measure, and once measured it is not
clear how to identify the source or how to correct it. Given
that the current temporal compensation scheme proved satis-
factory for our purposes, we deemed it unnecessary to inves-
tigate this matter further.

Along these same lines, a diffraction grating-based pre-
chirper is a viable alternative to our prism-based scheme.
With appropriate selection of groove spacing, diffraction grat-
ings can be more dispersive than prisms and therefore would
require a shorter overall path length.54,55 One drawback of this
alternative is the fact that even in the ideal case, the power
throughput would suffer: in the ideal case, the grating would
reflect 80%, resulting in, at best, 41% throughput in a four-
pass configuration. Prisms used in the design here are much
more efficient at the cost of long optical path length. Other
temporal dispersion compensation schemes have been pro-
posed. Any optical scenario where the photons on the red end
of the spectrum travel farther than those on the blue end, for
the appropriate distance, would provide the necessary tempo-
ral dispersion compensation. While there are reports of using
other prism schemes56–58 or the spectral dispersion of the
AODs themselves for this purpose,59 we judged the present
design simplest and most robust. Other dispersion compensa-
tion techniques comprised of negatively dispersive mirrors60

or photonic crystal fibers61,62 could be fruitful. Furthermore,
lightly modified, off-the-shelf Ti:S lasers with built-in pulse
compression �for example, Spectra-Physics’ Mai Tai DeepSee
with up to −41700 fsec2 at 690 nm, or Coherent’s Chameleon
Vision II with up to −47000 fsec2 at 680 nm� might also
make constructing an equivalent microscope even more
straightforward.

Another potential extension to this instrument is the ability
to dynamically vary the focal volume size and, by extension,
the resolution. One typically desires the smallest possible PSF
to be able resolve small specimen details when imaging. The
optimum conditions for photolysis are somewhat different.
While a spatially restricted, diffraction-limited release of a
neurotransmitter is generally satisfactory, it may be advanta-
geous to have a somewhat larger focal volume for uncaging
so that intersecting the 30- to 50-nm postsynaptic density
�PSD� of neurotransmitter receptors is more assured. At the
outset of this project, we predicted that this would be a diffi-

cult issue and composed a script protocol that would system-
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atically probe the region around the user-selected photolysis
sites for the maximal response �which would presumably be
the closest location to the PSD�. In practice, for the three
neuron types we tested, we found that with little practice, an
experienced neuroscientist could place the photolysis sites ac-
curately enough so that the optimization procedure gave neg-
ligible improvement. Still, for other neuron types with differ-
ently sized PSDs or for other photolysis applications �i.e.,
intracellular calcium uncaging�, it may prove useful to have
the ability to dynamically change the photolysis spot size. For
example, at �10 �m, the calyx of Held63 in the mammalian
auditory nervous brain stem is one of the largest synapses in
the central nervous system. The calyx of Held is composed of
300 to 700 “active zones,” approximating synaptic boutons in
hippocampus and cerebellum.64 The computational relation-
ship between the calyx of Held and its constituent active
zones could be investigated by photolytically stimulating the
synapse as a whole with large PSFs, followed by individual
active zones with the diffraction-limited PSFs. In a similar
manner, integration rules of the thorny excrescence spines65

studded along the proximal apical dendrite of hippocampal
CA3 neurons might also benefit from being able to stimulate
the entire protrusion in addition to just one of lobes. One
restriction to creating a larger photolysis focal volume is the
requirement to maintain the photon flux necessary for two-
photon absorption, which is proportional to the square of the
laser intensity. To maintain this probability with a focal vol-
ume whose cross sectional area doubled in size, one would
need an increase in power by a factor of 4. The flexibility of
AOD scanning could circumvent this requirement by rapidly
dithering the diffraction-limited focal volume over the desired
photolysis area, thus creating a larger virtual focal volume
without increasing the power requirements above that of a
well-compensated focus.

Our spectral dispersion compensation scheme only fully
compensates the center position: the compensation gradually
degrades toward the edge of the scan pattern. To improve the
spectral dispersion compensation, it might be possible to em-
ploy more sophisticated dispersion matching to precisely ac-
count for the different amounts of dispersion at different lo-
cations. One could use a fast-tunable diffraction grating for
this purpose, whose deflection axis lies along the dispersion
axes. One such device that could do this is an AOD. The cost
in additional temporal dispersion and loss of throughput does
not justify the negligible improvement in imaging resolution,
however.

Though several manufacturers offer multiphoton laser
scanning microscopes, without considerable user modification
their utility for multisite photolysis is limited. Since they are
all galvanometer based, their scan speeds are limited to a few
hundred frames per second and are constrained to line scan
mode, not to mention the inability to dwell at user-selected
sites. Since we began this project, Prairie Technologies
�Middleton, Wisconsin� has introduced their Ultima system
with an AOD option. The specifications indicate that it can
dwell at 5 to 7 points per msec with 100-�sec travel time
between points. This system has two drawbacks. First, be-
cause it incorporates separate imaging and uncaging laser
beams, this system requires two expensive ultrafast lasers
tuned to two different wavelengths. Second, with its hybrid

AOD-galvanometer laser scanner, only one dimension of the
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scan pattern realizes the full advantages of inertia-free laser
beam scanning. In multisite photolysis applications where the
uncaging reaction is not rate limiting, this could prove to be a
limitation. Nevertheless, this system has since been success-
fully used in studies of synaptic integration.2

When compared to other fast laser scanning systems, our
microscope still presents several advantages. Nikolenko et al.
describe a microscope optimized for functionally mapping
neural circuits.66,67 They use a diffractive optical element to
multiplex a two-photon beam to stimulate multiple neuron
somata in a brain slice. The scanner then optically records the
responses by monitoring somatic calcium transients. Our
scanner, in contrast, is designed to investigate synaptic inte-
gration from the standpoint of a single neuron by photolyzing
Glu at multiple, visually identified spines to elicit subthresh-
old responses �i.e., EPSPs�. While we selected these optics to
achieve spine-level resolution, a change to a lower magnifi-
cation objective lens would permit similar investigations to
those of Nikolenko et al. With respect to the dual-scanner
NIR/UV imaging/photolysis microscope described by Sho-
ham et al.,68 our microscope maintains a tighter photolysis
focal volume deeper ��30 �m� into scattering brain tissue
due to the lesser Rayleigh scattering of NIR laser light com-
pared to UV laser light. Furthermore, since it operates at a
single wavelength, our imaging and photolysis scanner is in-
herently registered and requires only a single Ti:S laser.69 The
ability to use a single laser coupled to a single scanning sys-
tem minimizes complexity, cost, and space requirements. The
results presented here demonstrate that our single-wavelength
design enables sophisticated synaptic integration experiments
without sacrifices in imaging or photolysis.

By providing multisynaptic photolytic stimulation, this
combination of an advanced multiphoton microscope and
stimulation protocols is less invasive, more focal, and can be
rapidly retargeted to multiple sites compared to iontophoresis
pipettes4,70 and optical fibers.71,72 Furthermore, this system of-
fers multisite scanning, simplicity, and cost advantages over
alternative commercial and custom scanning systems. Thus,
our design will enable the study of multisynaptic integration
and elucidate the computational role of neuronal dendrites.
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